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Abstract
Rapid horizontal accelerations and decelerations are crucial events enabling the changes of velocity and direction integral
to sports involving random intermittent multi-directional movements. However, relative to horizontal acceleration, there
have been considerably fewer scientific investigations into the biomechanical and neuromuscular demands of horizontal
deceleration and the qualities underpinning horizontal deceleration performance. Accordingly, the aims of this review article are to: (1) conduct an evidence-based review of the biomechanical demands of horizontal deceleration and (2) identify
biomechanical and neuromuscular performance determinants of horizontal deceleration, with the aim of outlining relevant
performance implications for random intermittent multi-directional sports. We highlight that horizontal decelerations have a
unique ground reaction force profile, characterised by high-impact peak forces and loading rates. The highest magnitude of
these forces occurs during the early stance phase (< 50 ms) and is shown to be up to 2.7 times greater than those seen during
the first steps of a maximal horizontal acceleration. As such, inability for either limb to tolerate these forces may result in a
diminished ability to brake, subsequently reducing deceleration capacity, and increasing vulnerability to excessive forces that
could heighten injury risk and severity of muscle damage. Two factors are highlighted as especially important for enhancing
horizontal deceleration ability: (1) braking force control and (2) braking force attenuation. Whilst various eccentric strength
qualities have been reported to be important for achieving these purposes, the potential importance of concentric, isometric
and reactive strength, in addition to an enhanced technical ability to apply braking force is also highlighted. Last, the review
provides recommended research directions to enhance future understanding of horizontal deceleration ability.

1 Introduction
Horizontal accelerations and decelerations are locomotor
skills enabling athletes to execute rapid changes in velocity
and direction, and are therefore crucial to sports requiring
random intermittent multi-directional (RIMD) movement
demands [1, 2]. As players perform frequent short-distance
sprints during match play, horizontal acceleration ability
is often regarded as the most critical skill for RIMD sport
athletes [3, 4]. Accordingly, prior research has extensively
examined the biomechanical and neuromuscular qualities underpinning superior horizontal acceleration ability
in RIMD sport athletes [5–13], culminating in numerous
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evidence-informed guidelines on how to best monitor, train
and coach this skill [4, 14–19].
In contrast, fewer studies have investigated the biomechanical and neuromuscular demands of horizontal deceleration. Subsequently, the potential factors underpinning
superior horizontal deceleration performance are far less
thoroughly understood. While deceleration has previously
been described as the “forgotten factor” in sport-specific
training [20], more recently, horizontal deceleration has
nevertheless been shown to underpin rapid change of direction (COD) manoeuvres in athletes participating in RIMD
sports [21–23]. Rapid horizontal deceleration ability also
enables athletes to reduce momentum during very short
time frames and distances to successfully evade or pursue
opponents (i.e. to rapidly create and close down spaces)
[24, 25]. Indeed, data derived from miniaturised wearable
tracking technologies (i.e. global positioning systems) used
ubiquitously in RIMD sports competition illustrate that
Vol.:(0123456789)
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Key Points
Horizontal deceleration ability is defined as an athlete’s
ability to proficiently reduce whole body momentum,
within the constraints, and in accordance with the specific objectives of the task (i.e. braking force control),
whilst skilfully attenuating and distributing the forces
associated with braking (i.e. braking force attenuation).
During horizontal deceleration, braking steps exhibit a
distinct ground reaction force profile characterised by
high-impact peak forces and loading rates.
Horizontal deceleration ability is an adaptive coordinated outcome whereby neuromuscular and biomechanical qualities interact to optimise braking impulse and
achieve desired reductions in whole body momentum.

high-intensity decelerations typically occur more frequently
than equivalently intense accelerations in the majority of
RIMD team sports [1]. For example, professional soccer
players may perform 80–104% more high-intensity decelerations (n = 51–65), compared with accelerations (n = 27–35),
during match play [26]. Accordingly, these actions have
been shown to precede goals [27] and be an important feature associated with winning official matches in professional
soccer [28]. Similar trends are reported in elite players in
court-based team sports, such as basketball, to the extent that
all positional roles perform significantly more high-intensity decelerations (3.2–4.5 per minute) than accelerations
(0.8–1.5 per minute) during match play [29].
Although both accelerating and decelerating are regarded
as the major biomechanical loading components in RIMD
sports, they inevitably impose different physiological and
mechanical demands [1, 30–34]. For example, during the
single-leg support phase of stance, horizontal accelerations
require a large propulsive impulse, with predominantly concentric muscle action (i.e. muscle shortening to do positive
mechanical work) [34]. In contrast, horizontal decelerations
impose a large braking impulse with predominant eccentric muscle action (i.e. muscle lengthening to absorb or do
negative mechanical work) [34]. Importantly, in comparison
to concentric muscle actions, eccentric muscle actions can
generate higher mechanical forces [35]. Therefore, in comparison to accelerating rapidly, the braking steps associated
with decelerating rapidly exhibit a unique ground reaction
force (GRF) profile, characterised by a higher impact peak
force and loading rate [30]. As such, intense decelerations
when performed during match play typically impose ~ 41%

greater mechanical load per meter than equivalently intense
accelerations, and ~ 70% greater load per meter than other
match play activities, such as high-speed running following
an initial horizontal acceleration [36]. Accordingly, intense
horizontal decelerations (< − 3 m·s−2) are a strong contributor to muscle damage in RIMD sports [37–40], and if not
appropriately managed (i.e. acute spikes or cumulative high
volumes of decelerations without sufficient recovery) may
heighten the risk of incurring time-loss injury [41, 42].
Indeed, intense horizontal decelerations are one of the most
common inciting events preceding non-contact anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury in RIMD sports [43–48], thus,
further emphasising the importance of improving this skill
and the ability to cope with the high mechanical demands
it imposes.
Importantly, from the perspective of performance
and ability to perform agile manoeuvres during match
play, greater braking forces may enable decelerations to
be achieved more rapidly in shorter time frames and distances, in comparison to accelerating rapidly [33, 49].
To illustrate, during soccer match play, players across all
positional roles show higher magnitudes of decelerations
(− 5.7 to − 6.3 m·s−2) than accelerations (4.4–4.7 m·s−2)
[26]. Accordingly, rapid decelerations are vital to contemporary RIMD sports match play performance, especially as
they create space that allows players greater time to execute
technical skills and to transition into other high-intensity
movement actions that facilitate successful offensive and
defensive outcomes [1, 50]. Furthermore, evolutionary
developments in RIMD sports including tactical team formations and game models (e.g. fast pressing and counterattacking playing styles) also suggest that these demands are likely
to further increase in the future, meaning new insights into
the biomechanical and neuromuscular demands of horizontal
deceleration could have increasingly important considerations for RIMD sports performance and injury mitigation
[51–54].
Accordingly, with the view of identifying implications for
RIMD sports, the aims of this article were two-fold: (1) conduct an evidence-based review of the biomechanical demands
of horizontal deceleration and (2) identify currently known
biomechanical and neuromuscular performance (NMP) determinants. This review specifically targets implications for the
future preparation of RIMD sport athletes for competition and
promotes future research into the biomechanical and NMP
requirements of horizontal deceleration.

2 Literature Search Methodology
Original and review journal articles were retrieved from
electronic searches of PubMed and MEDLINE (EBSCO)
databases. Additionally, Google Scholar and bibliographic
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searches of relevant articles with no limits on year of publication were also completed. The search strategy included the
following search terms and Boolean operators: “deceleration” AND “strength”, “deceleration” AND “biomechanics”,
“deceleration AND “neuromuscular”, “deceleration” AND
“change of direction”, “deceleration” AND “gait termination”, “deceleration” AND “turning”, “deceleration” AND
“jump” and “deceleration” AND “braking”. The search concluded in November 2021. Only studies that measured deceleration kinetics or kinematics during straight-line horizontal
acceleration-to-deceleration or severe COD tasks requiring
substantial deceleration (≥ 90° turns) with physically active
participants (no restrictions on age) were included [55, 56].
Furthermore, for COD studies to be eligible, they also had to
include measurements during the preliminary deceleration
steps that are necessary to reduce whole body momentum
prior to the final foot contact of COD [57] or capture centre
of mass (COM) horizontal velocity instantaneously throughout the COD task. The third and second to last foot contacts
with the ground prior to the final foot contact of COD are
referred to in the current article as the ante-penultimate and
penultimate foot contacts, respectively [21].

3 Biomechanical Demands of Horizontal
Deceleration
The kinetic and kinematic demands of horizontal deceleration were previously compared to horizontal acceleration
by Hewit and colleagues in 2011, although at this time,
information was mostly qualitative and anecdotal [34].
More recent work has enhanced our understanding of the
unique kinetic and kinematic demands of braking during
rapid horizontal deceleration activities (Table 1). The next
section discusses the biomechanical demands of horizontal
deceleration using the sub-categories: (a) braking GRF, (b)
whole body external mechanical forces and (c) braking force
attenuation demands.

3.1 Braking Ground Reaction Forces
During maximal horizontal decelerations, the magnitude of
the rate of change in velocity has been reported to be ~ 17%
greater than during maximal horizontal accelerations [49].
Likewise, during 180° COD tasks, average rates of change
in velocity were 70–75% greater during the deceleration
(− 4.43 to − 6.82 m·s−2) than the acceleration (2.55–4 m·s−2)
phase, owing to much shorter time frames in which changes
in velocity typically occur during rapid decelerations [32].
Consequently, when examining corresponding forces using
Newtonian principles (i.e. force = mass × acceleration),
the total exposure to GRFs are up to 2.7 times greater in
magnitude during the initial steps of a maximal horizontal

deceleration, than the corresponding steps of an acceleration
[30]. For a 75-kg athlete, this would equate to impact forces
of approximately 5.9 (58 N/kg) and 2.1 (21 N/kg) times the
body mass during the first to second step of deceleration
compared to acceleration [30]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, highimpact peak forces and loading rates (i.e. ‘tall-thin’ impulse)
when braking during horizontal deceleration occur during
the first 10–40% of the stance, and must be rapidly attenuated and distributed over very short time periods (< 50 ms)
[30, 58, 59]. This is likely associated with the necessity for
an anterior foot placement during intense horizontal decelerations, where an initial heel-strike of the ground would
precede rapid plantar flexion of the foot [60, 61].
During COD tasks demanding significant deceleration
prior to turning (~ 135°–180°), similar GRF and trunk acceleration profiles have been reported during the preparatory
deceleration steps (i.e. ante-penultimate and penultimate foot
contact) prior to turning [21, 61]. In the study by Nedergaard
et al. [61], the ante-penultimate and penultimate foot contact
braking steps had ground contact times (GCT) of 230 and
235 ms, respectively, and comprised high-impact peak forces
and loading rates (Fig. 2). Similarly, Dos’Santos et al. [21]
reported mean GCTs of 199 ms in the ante-penultimate foot
contact during a 180° COD, but the penultimate foot contact
deceleration step was significantly longer (457 ms), perhaps
because of players adopting a ‘dual-foot’ turning strategy
(i.e. both feet in contact with the ground). Accordingly, an
ability to produce greater deceleration in the steps prior to
severe COD manoeuvres could be a deceleration strategy
that not only enhances COD performance [21, 22, 62], but
also reduces knee joint loads, which in turn could reduce
ACL injury risk factors as they are commonly associated
with turning during the final foot contact of COD manoeuvres [63–67].
It is also important to note that a player’s deceleration
strategy could also be influenced by a lower-limb strength
asymmetry or avoidance strategy, which manifests in a
reduced ability of one limb to contribute to the generation and distribution of braking forces [22, 68, 69]. Consequently, one limb would disproportionately contribute to
braking, thereby exposing this limb to greater mechanical
loads, neuromuscular fatigue and injury risk, whilst also
reducing deceleration and COD performance. Long-term
exposure to asymmetrical braking forces, accompanied by
insufficient recovery periods, subsequently acts to increase
the potential for mechanical fatigue, thereby heightening the
likelihood of major tissue failure and/or overuse injuries,
such as tendonitis [70]. Accordingly, it would seem advantageous from a performance and injury mitigation perspective
that athletes adopt a deceleration strategy that distributes
braking forces proportionately and symmetrically between
limbs. However, it should be acknowledged that asymmetrical loading patterns are commonplace in RIMD sports where

Participants

15 collegiate and recreational
athletes (9 were male and 6
were female)

51 NCAA Division I and II
female soccer players

Colby et al.
[82]

Dix et al.
[103]

Cesar and Sig- 16 male physically active
ward [85]
adults and 15 male children

Study

Biomechanical demand

10-m maximal ACC to DEC (Vicon
motion cameras, 240 Hz; Bertec
force plate, 1080 Hz)

Sprint to stop at 13-m known
distance boundary (Qualisys 3D
motion cameras, 250 Hz)

Hip adduction angle (°): DL = 2.24,
NDL = 1.06
Hip internal rotation angle (°): DL = 8.04,
NDL = 8.41
Knee abduction angle (°): DL = − 2.00,
NDL = − 1.32
Valgus collapse (°): DL = 3.02, NDL = 0.42
Hip adduction angle (°): Injured = 8.63,
Uninjured = 1.66
Knee valgus collapse (°): Injured = 8.57,
Uninjured = 0.65

Children approach DEC at a higher percentage of their maximal velocity compared
with adults (87 vs 77%)
Adults have less anterior–posterior excursion
of COM compared with children (48 vs
65 cm) during DEC
Adults have greater relative posterior COM
position during DEC compared with children (30 vs 14 cm)
Adults have lower relative vertical COM
position during DEC compared with children (86 vs 94 cm)
Adults have lower percentage of time anterior
to COM during DEC compared with
children
During last step of DEC, peak quadriceps
Submaximal run to stop at 8-m
activation was 161% of maximal seated isoknown distance. EMG recorded on
metric knee extension MVC and occurred
last step of stop (Pulnix 2D motion
at 39° of knee flexion (mid-stance)
camera (60 Hz); Noraxon EMG,
During last step of DEC, minimum hamstring
600 Hz)
activation was 39% of maximal seated isometric knee flexion MVC occurring at 28°
of knee flexion (just after foot strike)
Largest difference between quadriceps and
hamstring activation during DEC occurred
after minimal hamstring activation and just
after peak quadriceps activation

Deceleration task (measurement)

Table 1  Summary of biomechanical demands of horizontal deceleration and performance implications

During final step of DEC quadriceps activation is substantially greater than seated isometric knee extension
MVC
Increased quadriceps activation during DEC due to
increased eccentric muscle action and passive elastic
forces caused by high external GRF and joint flexion
angular velocities upon ground contact
Decreased hamstring activation in conjunction with
increased quadriceps activation during DEC could
increase chance of anterior tibial shear force that could
increase ACL injury risk
Increasing hamstring activation during DEC along with
enhanced deceleration technique could reduce ACL
injury risk
Braking during DEC increases demand on proximal
hip control to prevent hip adduction and knee valgus
collapse
Athletes who sustain future ACL injury may demonstrate increased hip adduction angle and knee valgus
collapse during maximal DEC
Maximal DEC could be used as a sport-specific screening task to identify athletes who may have increased
risk of future ACL injury

Increased COM posterior position when decelerating
will help to reduce anterior–posterior COM excursion
Increased anterior COM position when decelerating
may represent decreased stability and a more cautious
deceleration strategy
Quicker anticipatory postural adjustments and more
effective braking force application in those more experienced with deceleration activities

Performance implications
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Participants

Deceleration task (measurement)

27 male multi-sport players
(soccer n = 19, rugby n = 7,
field hockey n = 1)

23 male Norwegian soccer
players (2nd–6th league tier
experience)

Dos’Santos
et al. [62]

Falch et al.
[92]

4 or 20-m maximal sprint with 45,
90, 135 or 180° COD and 4-m
re-ACC (Xsens 3D inertial sensor
motion-capture, 240 Hz)

45, 90 and 180° COD with 5-m
entry and 3-m to 5-m exit (Qualisys 3D motion cameras, 240 Hz;
AMTI force plates, 1200 Hz)

Di Paulo et al. 34 recreational and elite soccer 10-m maximal ACC to DEC followed by backpedal (3D motion
[98]
players (18 were male and 16
cameras, 120 Hz; Vicon motion
were female)
cameras, 100 Hz; AMTI force
plate, 120 Hz)

Study

Table 1  (continued)
Performance implications

Average peak knee abduction moment during 2D video horizontal DEC movement score can identify
players with high knee abduction moments during
last step of horizontal DEC (Nm/kg): male
horizontal DEC and potential risk of knee injury, such
player = 1.4, female player = 1.6
as ACL
Peak knee abduction moment significantly
2D video horizontal DEC screening could evaluate
higher in soccer players with high commovement quality during horizontal DEC and inform
pared with low limb stability, frontal plane
training and progression of this skill
knee projection angle, GRF vector and
Knee joint overloading (i.e. peak knee abduction
total 2D video horizontal DEC movement
moment) most sensitive to frontal plane assessments
score comprising: (1) limb stability, (2)
(i.e. knee projection angle and GRF vector), highlightpelvis stability, (3) trunk stability, (4) shock
ing importance of training exercises that can enhance
absorption and (5) movement strategy
lower-limb frontal plane control during rapid horizontal DEC
FFC GCT (s): 45° = 0.20, 90° = 0.30,
Significantly greater GCT during FFC when there is a
180° = 0.51
higher DEC demand prior to COD (i.e. slower stretch–
Approach velocity (m·s−1): 45° = 5.22,
shortening cycle demands in FFC)
Higher braking forces during PFC of severe COD
90° = 4.51, 180° = 4.00
required to reduce momentum prior to FFC and faciliVelocity at FFC (m·s−1): 45° = 5.06,
tate faster COD
90° = 3.43, 180° = 2.68
Exit velocity (m·s −1): 45° = 5.27, 90° = 3.29, If athletes cannot brake effectively in steps prior to FFC
during sharper COD angles, it could expose athletes
180° = 2.20
to higher knee joint loading during FFC, potentially
PFC peak horizontal GRF (BW):
increasing non-contact ACL injury risk
45° = − 0.68, 90° = − 1.60, 180° = − 1.54
FFC peak knee abduction moment (Nm/kg): Dual-foot contact braking strategy during 180° COD
may help to decrease knee joint loads during FFC by
45° = 0.83, 90° = 1.19, 180° = 0.85
more evenly distributing loads across both legs, in
FFC peak knee internal rotation moment
contrast to 90° COD, which appears to be more “high
(Nm/kg): 45° = − 0.50, 90° = − 1.00,
risk”
180° = − 0.48
‘Force-dominant’ COD (i.e. > 90°) involve significantly
Number of braking steps during DEC
greater braking steps than velocity-dominant COD
from 4 m approach: 45° = 0.4, 90° = 2.7,
(i.e. < 90°)
135° = 3.3, 180° = 3.3
Increased approach distances (i.e. COM approach velocNumber of braking steps during DEC from
ity) require more braking steps to reduce whole body
20 m approach: 45° = 2.9, 90° = 5.4,
momentum and distribute braking forces, highlighting
135° = 6.4, 180° = 6.3
the “multi-step” nature of DEC
Increased approach velocities require greater braking
forces to be generated in less time (i.e. increased braking impulse)

Biomechanical demand
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Sub-maximal self-selected run to
DEC at 3 or 6-m known distance
boundary (OptiTrack motion cameras, 100 Hz)

Maximal DEC from high-speed
run compared to maximal ACC
(GPSports GPS receiver, 5 Hz)

3 recreational to professional
running athletes

10 male elite AFL players

Gageler et al.
[79]

Gray et al.
[33]

Deceleration task (measurement)

Participants

Study

Table 1  (continued)

Ankle very high-impact forces during rapid DEC
Ankle-to-knee muscle–tendon complexes attenuate most
shock during each braking step of DEC
Increased ankle-to-knee force attenuation demands with
shorter enforced DEC
Increased DEC distance enables force to be attenuated
more evenly both between limbs and across steps
Short rapid enforced DEC place greater force attenuation
demands in early braking steps (i.e. steps 1–3 of 5)
Increased frequency of rapid DEC could increase onset
of fatigue and susceptibility to muscle–tendon damage
and injury

Mean peak trunk acceleration (g): 3 and 6-m
DEC distance = ~ 6–7 g
Mean peak ankle acceleration (g): 3-m
DEC distance = ~ 25–27, 6-m DEC distance = ~ 18–24
Force attenuation ankle-to-knee (%): 3-m
DEC distance = 76.5, 6-m DEC distance = 68.3
Force attenuation knee-to-sacrum (%): 3-m
DEC = 10.8, 6-m DEC = 15.4
Force attenuation sacrum-to-upper torso
(%): 3-m DEC distance = 12.7, 6-m DEC
distance = 16
Approach velocity prior to DEC
(m·s−1) = ~ 8.00
Mean DEC time (s) = 2.1
Mean peak DEC (m·s−2) = − 5.3
Peak mechanical power (W/kg): DEC = 44,
ACC = 31
Peak mechanical demand (J/kg.m):
ACC = 6.8, DEC = 8.1
Total mechanical work during DEC (J/
kg) = 58 (~ 52% DEC COM, ~ 32% swinging limbs, 14% vertical ACC/DEC of COM,
1% air resistance)
Total mechanical work during ACC (J/
kg) = 161 (~ 25% ACC COM, ~ 54% swinging limbs, 15% vertical ACC/DEC of COM,
6% air resistance)

Highest mechanical demand during DEC when the rate
of change in velocity is greatest, i.e. peak DEC
Intense DEC have a greater mechanical demand than
ACC
High peak mechanical demands when performing
intense DEC could increase risk of tissue damage (i.e.
mechanical and metabolic cost)
DEC may require greater mechanical work than ACC to
change COM velocity
DEC may require less mechanical work than ACC to
swing the limbs

Performance implications

Biomechanical demand

D. J. Harper et al.

38 university team sport play- 20-m maximal ACC to DEC followed by backpedal (Stalker radar
ers (29 were male and 9 were
gun, 47 Hz)
female)

25 high-level soccer players
(13 were male and 12 were
female)

Harper et al.
[24]

Havens and
Sigward
[77]

Biomechanical demand

Mean approach velocity (m·s−2) = 7.35
DEC distance-to-stop (m) = 6.86
DEC time-to-stop (s) = 1.50
Average deceleration (m·s−2) = − 4.44,
early DEC phase = − 3.88, late DEC
phase = − 5.99
Peak DEC (m·s−2) = − 8.48
Average HBP (W/kg) = − 17.43, early DEC
phase = − 20.46, late DEC phase = − 12.58
Peak HBP (W/kg) = − 34.90
Average HBF (N/kg) = − 4.36, early DEC
phase = − 3.66, late DEC phase = − 5.58
Peak HBF (N/kg) = − 8.44
Mean approach velocity (m·s−1) = 4.72
7.5-m sprint, 45 and 90° COD and
7.5-m re-acceleration (Qualisys 3D Mean GCT (ms): PFC = 194, FFC = 252
motion cameras, 250 Hz; AMTI
Increased impulse, HBF and COM-COP
force plates, 1500 Hz)
distance during PFC compared to FFC in
90 vs 45° COD

10 or 15-m sprint, 90° turn and 10-m Peak DEC (m·s−2): 10 m = − 3.00,
15 m = − 3.29
re-acceleration (Laveg laser guns,
DEC distance (m): 10 m = 7.1, 15 m = 8.7
100 Hz)
No differences in quadriceps and hamstring
EMG activity when approaching COD from
greater approach distances and velocities
Substantially greater quadriceps and hamstring EMG activity in most intense DEC
phase of COD compared with horizontal
sprint without COD
Reduced metabolic power demands during
DEC

12 male highly trained adolescent soccer players

Hader et al.
[31]

Deceleration task (measurement)

Participants

Study

Table 1  (continued)

Increase DEC demands during 90° vs 45° COD requiring increased foot to COM distance to generate
posterior force
Increased DEC demands requires increased impulse
through increasing HBF and GCT
Decreased perceptual and decision-making skills means
reduced ability to pre-plan DEC strategy (i.e. anticipatory postural adjustments) in advance
If lower extremity not prepared to deal with high external forces and moments during DEC, it could increase
risk of passive tissue strains

Increased DEC with increased COD angle (i.e. anglevelocity trade-off)
Decreased metabolic power when DEC due to increased
eccentric muscle action and use of passive elastic
structures
Increased quadriceps and hamstring muscle activity
during most intense DEC immediately prior to COD to
support large external moments
Quadriceps EMG greater than hamstrings during most
intense DEC immediately prior to COD
Increased quadriceps activity for attenuating high eccentric forces during most intense DEC phase
Increased hamstring activity for knee stabilisation during
most intense DEC phase
Increased DEC distances prior to COD to maintain
quadriceps and hamstring activity within neuromuscular capacities
Increased HBP in early DEC phase when COM velocity
higher and time to apply force lower
Increased peak DEC and HBF in late DEC phase when
COM velocity lower and time to apply force higher
Increased ability to brake during early DEC phase could
reduce the magnitude of forces in late DEC phase and
subsequent risk of tissue damage and injury

Performance implications
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Participants

26 female elite and sub-elite
soccer players

27 female second-tier English
soccer players

22 female second-tier English
soccer players

Study

Jones et al.
[67]

Jones et al.
[64]

Jones et al.
[63]

Table 1  (continued)

10-m sprint, 180° COD and 5-m
re-ACC (Qualisys 3D motion cameras, 240 Hz; AMTI force plates,
1500 Hz)
10-m sprint, with 90 or 180°
COD and 3-m or 10-m re-ACC,
respectively (Qualisys 3D motion
cameras, 240 Hz; AMTI force
plates, 1500 Hz)

10-m sprint, 90° COD and 3-m
re-ACC (Qualisys 3D motion
cameras, 240 Hz)

Deceleration task (measurement)

Increase peak HBF during PFC could reduce knee
abduction moments during FFC of COD, potentially
modifying injury risk
Increased peak HBF in PFC vs FFC represents increased
HBF ratio
HBF ratio provides information on braking strategy prior
to COD
Increased peak HBF during PFC could reduce knee
abduction moments during FFC, potentially reducing
injury risk
Increased peak, but not mean HBF in PFC vs FFC
Increased hip and knee flexor external moments must be
counteracted in the PFC compared to FFC
Increased braking force during PFC due to more upright
and posterior trunk
Increased HBF during PFC may reduce forces and injury
risk during FFC
Increased technical ability to apply braking forces prior
to COD can increase COD performance
Rapid dorsi and plantar flexion moments are required to
accurately orientate, apply and attenuate braking forces

Increased peak HBF in PFC compared to
FFC represents increased HBF ratio

Mean approach velocity (m·s−1): 90°
COD = 4.40, 180° COD = 4.03 m·s−1
GCT (s): COD 90° PFC = 0.19, FFC = 0.26
GCT (s): COD 180° PFC = 0.38, FFC = 0.52
PFC = Peak knee external moments 30–40%
of stance
PFC = Increased plantar flexion external
moment at 10% GCT, but increased dorsi
flexion external moment at 50% GCT vs
FFC
180° COD = increased peak vertical and
HBF, knee and ankle flexion angles and
average knee flexion and peak ankle PF
moments during PFC vs FFC

Mean approach velocity (m·s−1) = 4.02
Peak HBF (body weight): PFC = − 1.79,
FFC = − 1.65

Performance implications
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Participants

1 male competitive soccer
player

12 recreational soccer players
(9 were female and 3 were
female)

Study

Jordan et al.
[60]

LozanoBerges [59]

Table 1  (continued)
Biomechanical demand

Maximal DEC following 20-m sprint GCT (s): 50% effort = 0.24, 75% effort = 0.18,
100% effort = 0.19
performed at 50 (3.61 m·s−1),
Foot-COM distance (m): 50% effort = 0.39,
75 (5.81 m·s−1) and 100%
75% effort = 0.40, 100% effort = 0.44
(6.45 m·s−1) self-perceived effort
Dorsiflexion angular velocity (°/s−1): 50%
(Qualisys 3D motion cameras,
240 Hz)
effort = 229, 75% effort = 364, 100%
effort = 377
Plantar flexion angular velocity (°/s−1):
50% effort = 307, 75% effort = 428, 100%
effort = 484
Knee flexion angular velocity (°/s−1): 50%
effort = 325, 75% effort = 461, 100%
effort = 469
Hip flexion angular velocity (°/s−1): 50%
effort = 90, 75% effort = 129, 100%
effort = 168
Hip extension angular velocity (°/s−1):
50% effort = 74, 75% effort = 137, 100%
effort = 121
Ankle ROM (°): 50% effort = 29, 75%
effort = 31, 100% effort = 31
Knee ROM (°): 50% effort = 73, 75%
effort = 79, 100% effort = 77
Hip ROM (°): 50% effort = 11, 75% effort = 9,
100% effort = 11
4.5-m maximal ACC to DEC. GRF Peak resultant GRF (N.kg) without/
with cushioning underlay: horizonmeasured from first braking step
tal braking step = 5.91/4.11, 90°
with DL (Qualisys 3D motion
cut plant step = 3.87/2.79, 180° cut
cameras, 300 Hz; Kistler force
plant step = 3.33/2.42, drop jump
platform, 3000 Hz)
30 cm = 2.73/1.70
Impulse (N.s.kg) without/with cushioning underlay: horizontal braking step = 0.14/0.10, 90° cut
plant step = 0.11/0.08, 180° cut
plant step = 0.07/0.06, drop jump
30 cm = 0.05/0.03
Loading rate (BW.s) without/with cushioning
underlay: horizontal braking step = 466/329,
90° cut plant step = 329/219, 180° cut plant
step = 192/149, drop jump 30 cm = 169/99

Deceleration task (measurement)

Braking during rapid horizontal deceleration most
demanding task in terms of impact force characteristics
Very high peak forces and loading rates during horizontal braking steps provides indication of impact severity
and potential risk of overuse injuries
Large interparticipant variability in magnitude of peak
impact forces and loading rates highlights importance
of interventions that can enhance horizontal DEC ability and thus reduce potential damaging consequences
of exposure to repetitive high-impact mechanical
forces
Softer surfaces could help to mitigate exposure to
high-impact forces when required to DEC frequently
and could therefore help to reduce risk of overuse
impact-related injuries. Implications also for progressive rehabilitation and for alleviating exposure to high
forces in youth athletes

Plateauing effect on ankle and knee joint angular velocities when maximal DEC performed from sprint speeds
between 75 and 100% maximal effort
Ankle and knee very fast joint angular velocities,
highlighting the importance of rapid limb switching in
preparation for braking at ground contact
Limited change in ankle, knee and hip ROM across
entry speeds despite higher joint angular velocities,
particularly ankle and knee (i.e. increased ankle and
knee stiffness at higher approach speeds)
Increased foot-COM distance when DEC from higher
approach velocity to generate posterior braking force
Longer foot GCT at slowest entry speed

Performance implications
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10 male soccer players

11 recreationally active female

Nedergaard
et al. [61]

Peel et al.
[102]

Quadriceps main contributor to COM DEC and for
attenuating impact forces and supporting large external
knee flexor moments when braking
Hamstrings and soleus counteract quadriceps to create
posterior shear force and prevent anterior translation
of tibia
Soleus important for increasing attenuation of impact
when braking and for preventing forward sway by
“locking the ankle”
Gluteus maximus stabilizes trunk, eccentrically controls
hip flexion and supports large hip flexor moment
Tibialis anterior and hamstrings propel COM downwards and may therefore help with anterior foot placement precision when braking
Lateral stabilisation (knee frontal plane control) when
braking provided by gluteus medius counteracted by
adductor magnus
Preparatory braking steps prior to COD impose
increased trunk deceleration and higher peak deceleration values than FFC step
Reduced GCT during preparatory braking steps has
significant effect on increasing peak trunk DEC
Preparatory braking steps have increased ankle and knee
joint angular velocities, representing increased loading
severity and sensitivity to fatigue

Muscles contributing to braking when
DEC the COM = 1. Vasti ~ 76%, 2. Rectus
femoris ~ 33%, 3. Soleus ~ 18% and gluteus
maximus ~ 15%
Muscles counteracting effect of gravity on
COM when DEC = 1. Soleus ~ 54%, 2.
Vasti ~ 44%, 3. Gluteus maximus = ~ 18%,
4. Rectus femoris = ~ 12%
Muscles contributing to pull COM downwards during DEC = 1. Tibialis anterior = 21%, 2. Hamstrings = 15%

Horizontal reactive DEC may have lower knee joint
loads and ACL risk factors (anterior shear force and
knee abduction moment) than reactive cut
Anterior shear forces high during reactive DEC, but
lower than in reactive 45° cut

Performance implications

Biomechanical demand

Mean approach velocity (m·s−1) = 4.8 (~ 90%
135° COD using dominant leg to
turn (Qualisys 3D motion cameras,
maximum)
500 Hz; Norxon accelerometer,
Mean peak trunk deceleration (g):
500 Hz)
APFC = 4.37, PFC = 4.58, FFC = 4.10
Mean GCT (ms): APFC = 193, PFC = 273,
FFC = 471
Mean peak ankle joint angular velocity (°/s):
PFC = 367, FFC = 255
Mean peak knee joint angular velocity (°/s):
PFC = 493, FFC = 377
Mean approach velocity = 4.5–5.0 m·s−1
Sub-maximal paced run to reactive
DEC to standstill (Vicon 3D
Mean initial foot contact knee flexion
motion cameras, 200 Hz)
angle = − 16°
Peak knee abduction moment during first
10% of stance
Peak anterior shear force = 9.51 N/kg−1
(~ 50% of stance)
Peak internal knee extensor
moment = 3.58 N m.kg−1
Anterior shear force in DEC correlated
with anterior shear force in reactive cut
(ρ = 0.67)
Knee abduction moment in DEC small correlation with knee abduction moment in
reactive cut (ρ = − 0.21)

14 elite male team sport players Maximal ACC to DEC followed by
backpedal. Estimation of forces
and muscle contribution during
last braking step (Qualisys 3D
motion cameras, 500 Hz)

Mateus et al.
[81]

Deceleration task (measurement)

Participants

Study
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52 team sport players (24 were
male and 28 were female)

Thomas et al.
[68]

505Tra and 505Mod COD test
consisting of 15 or 5-m sprint,
respectively, with 180° turn and
5-m re-acceleration (Qualisys 3D
motion cameras, 240 Hz; AMTI
force plates, 1200 Hz)

505Tra COD test consisting of 15-m
42 semi-professional soccer
players (28 were male and 14
sprint, 180° turn and 5-m rewere female)
acceleration (Qualisys 3D motion
cameras, 240 Hz; AMTI force
plates, 1200 Hz)

Thomas et al.
[66]

Greater hip and knee flexion in PFC helps to lower COM
to increase braking duration and braking impulse
Greater hip and knee extensor moments in PFC required
to control hip and knee flexion when braking during
DEC
Lower ankle extensor moment in PFC than FFC due to
increased ankle dorsi flexion moment at initial heel
strike when increased DEC demand
Greater leg asymmetry may reduce DEC capacity prior
to FFC of COD, potentially leading to increased braking forces and risk of injury in FFC

Increased 2D sagittal plane thigh angle (i.e. increased
hip and knee flexion) can predict lower vertical GRF
and impulse during last braking step of horizonal
DEC. This highlights the importance of the ability to
rapidly lower COM during horizontal DEC to reduce
lower limb mechanical load
2D sagittal plane thigh angle can be used to characterise
movement behaviour that may expose individuals to
high-impact forces during horizontal DEC
Female individuals demonstrated an increased proportion of braking during FFC relative to PFC of COD
compared with male individuals, which could increase
loads to tolerate in FFC of COD, leading to increased
ACL injury risk
Male individuals demonstrated greater hip flexion during
PFC, which could allow increased attenuation of forces
through greater ROM
Increased knee flexion and lower COM during preparatory DEC steps prior to COD could increase braking
force application and preparation for the FFC of COD
Increased dorsi flexion range during preparatory DEC
steps may contribute to increased attenuation of forces
and longer braking duration

Vertical GRF first peak at peak knee flexion
(N.s/kg.m): 5.3
Vertical GRF impulse first peak at peak knee
flexion (N.s2/kg.m): 0.16
2D sagittal plane thigh angle at peak knee
flexion (°): 64.3
2D sagittal plane thigh angle significantly
correlated with vertical GRF (R2 = 47%)
and impulse first peak ( R2 = 39%)
Mean approach velocity (m·s−1): male = 5.2,
female = 4.7
PFC DL mean peak HBF ratio: male = 1.05,
female = 0.98
PFC NDL mean peak HBF ratio: male = 1.13,
female = 0.97
PFC DL mean HBF ratio: males = 1.79,
female = 2.14
PFC NDL mean HBF ratio: male = 1.96,
female = 2.24
PFC DL peak hip flexion (°): male = 96,
female = 86
PFC NDL peak hip flexion (°): male = 94,
female = 79
Higher peak knee joint flexion angles and
extensor moments during PFC than FFC
Higher peak ankle dorsi flexion angles during
PFC than FFC
Greater peak hip and knee flexion angles in
PFC than FFC
Greater peak hip and knee extensor moments
in PFC than FFC
Greater ankle extensor moment in FFC than
PFC
Braking strategy influenced by leg asymmetry

4.6-m maximal ACC to DEC followed by backpedal (2D Simi
Reality Systems motion cameras, 120 Hz; AMTI force plate,
1200 Hz)

39 intermittent sport players
(15 were male and 24 were
female)

Straub et al.
[99]

Performance implications

Biomechanical demand

Deceleration task (measurement)

Participants

Study
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15 physically active team sport
players (12 were male and 3
were female)

Verheul et al.
[30, 58]

Biomechanical demand

5, 10, 15 or 20-m maximal shuttle
run with 180° COD (Vicon 3D
motion cameras, 100 Hz)

Mean approach velocity (m·s−1): 5 m = 4.22,
10 m = 5.45, 15 m = 6.21, 20 m = 6.75
DEC time (s): 5 m = 0.58, 10 m = 0.87,
15 m = 1.05, 20 m = 1.23
Average DEC (m·s−2): 5 m = − 6.82,
10 m = − 5.73, 15 m = − 5.06,
20 m = − 4.43
DEC mechanical power (W/kg−1): 5 m = 19,
10 m = 20, 15 m = 21, 20 m = 20
DEC/ACC mechanical power ratio:
5 m = 1.68, 10 m = 1.84, 15 m = 1.99,
20 m = 2.05
DEC/ACC ratio: 5 m = 1.74, 10 m = 1.75,
15 m = 1.77, 20 m = 1.75

Peak total GRF ~ 40–60 N/kg < 50 ms
~ 20-m sprint to maximal DEC to
(~ 10–40% stance)
standstill. GRF measured from
first or second braking step (Kistler
force platform, 3000 Hz)

Deceleration task (measurement)

Rapid DEC braking steps have a distinct GRF profile
characterised with high-impact peak and loading rates
High-impact peak caused by forceful foot impact collision with the ground when braking, resulting in an
increased segmental peak acceleration of braking leg
foot, shank and thigh
Abrupt segmental acceleration when braking increases
contribution to whole-body biomechanical load
Average external mechanical power between ~ 1.7 and 2
times greater in DEC vs ACC
Increased mechanical power during DEC due to fundamental properties of eccentric muscle action
Less time spent on DEC than ACC due to exploitation
of increased eccentric muscle action and subsequent
higher forces
DEC to ACC ratio may provide useful information on
individual ACC relative to DEC capacity. Low ratio
indicates player has greater ACC capacity relative to
DEC capacity. High ratio indicates player has high
DEC relative to ACC capacity

Performance implications

2D two-dimensional, 3D three-dimensional, ACC horizontal acceleration, ACL anterior cruciate ligament, APFC ante-penultimate foot contact, COD change of direction, COM centre of mass,
DEC horizontal deceleration, DL dominant leg, EMG electromyography, FFC final foot contact, GCTground contact time, GRF ground reaction force, HBF horizontal braking force, HBP horizontal braking power, MVC maximal voluntary contraction, NDL non-dominant leg, PFC penultimate foot contact, ROM range of movement

Zamparo et al. 20 healthy Japanese sports
[32]
players

Participants

Study
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a preferred limb is often used to predominantly perform
game-based activities, such as kicking, jumping take-offs,
and landings and the instigation of directional changes [71].
As such, each limb is exposed to differential magnitudes and
rates and frequencies of mechanical forces, culminating in
unique neuromechanical adaptations, especially in athletes
with greater training and competition exposure [71]. As horizontal decelerations impose high mechanical forces, with an
habitual loading pattern driving specific neuromuscular and
structural adaptations, theoretically, performance would be
lower and the injury risk elevated when forced to decelerate
on the non-preferred less-frequently exposed limb. Accordingly, supplementary exercises should be prescribed to promote development of the neuromechanical qualities required
to tolerate high braking forces, particularly for a player’s
non-preferred braking limb.

3.2 Whole Body External Mechanical Forces
Estimated whole body external mechanical forces generated
during horizontal accelerations have been extensively investigated using running velocity data, leading to insights into
player force–velocity capabilities and mechanical efficiency
[72]. However, few studies have investigated the mechanical
outputs associated with horizontal decelerations executed
during intense sporting manoeuvres [24, 32, 33, 73]. During maximal horizontal deceleration, the average external
mechanical power has been reported to be between ~ 1.7
and ~ 2 times greater than during the maximal acceleration
phase of 5, 10, 15 and 20 m 180° COD tasks [32]. Similarly,
the peak external mechanical power during a 2-s maximal
horizontal deceleration is reported as ~ 1.7 times greater than
that of a maximal horizontal acceleration recorded across
the same time period (~ − 44 vs 26 W/kg, respectively) [33].
Harper et al. [24] reported similar high external peak horizontal braking power (− 35 W/kg) outputs during a maximal
horizontal deceleration performed from average horizontal
sprint velocities of 7.35 m·s−1. Such high mechanical power
outputs, observed during rapid horizontal decelerations,
are likely due to the accentuated eccentric work, whereby
skeletal muscle properties facilitate higher forces owing to
stretching of passive tissue structures [74].
When examining different phases of horizontal deceleration, the highest average horizontal braking power outputs
have been reported to occur during the early (peak velocity
[Vmax] to 50% Vmax), compared to the late (50% Vmax to minimum velocity) horizontal deceleration phase (20 vs 13 W/
kg) [24]. Similarly, in the study by Gray et al. [33], peak
mechanical power also occurred during the early horizontal
deceleration phase (at ~ 1 s of a 2.4-s deceleration) of an
intense deceleration event in team sport training, which was
just prior to the peak deceleration. Additionally, the peak
mechanical demand was reported to coincide with the peak

deceleration during the early horizontal deceleration phase
and was 16% greater than that measured during a maximal
horizontal acceleration (8.1 vs 6.8 J/kg·min−1, respectively)
during a 40-m horizontal sprint. It is important to note
that, in the study by Gray et al. [33], mechanical power and
mechanical demand were modelled from total mechanical
work calculated from velocity–time data captured using a
global positioning satellite device. As such, it may not be
surprising that the highest horizontal mechanical power
occurred during the early deceleration phase, as this is the
period when COM velocity is highest. Unlike mechanical
power, the highest average horizontal braking forces have
been reported to occur during the late deceleration phase
(− 5.60 vs − 3.66 N/kg, respectively) [24]. Collectively, these
findings highlight the importance of generating higher braking forces during the early deceleration phase, when momentum is higher and the time to apply force is shorter [21].
Indeed, higher horizontal braking power outputs have been
observed in female team sport athletes with both faster 45°
and 180° COD times, presumably owing to higher forces
being generated with less GCT at higher approach velocities [75].
An initial braking period, during which only slight reductions in COM velocity occur, has previously been associated
with preparatory postural adjustments required to stabilise
COM and enhance braking force application [76, 77]. Subsequently, a longer braking preparation time, in the early deceleration phase, is likely associated with greater deceleration
demands and higher braking forces during the late deceleration phase [78]. Alternatively, the longer preparatory braking
period could be driven by a deceleration strategy allowing
COM velocity to be slightly reduced, and dynamic stability
to be maintained up to a hypothetical ‘critical’ threshold
(i.e. self-regulated based on perceived physical capacity by
the player). Beyond this ‘critical’ threshold, the eccentric
forces encountered when braking exceed the load bearing
and braking force capacities of the player, highlighting the
potential ‘performance-injury conflict’ often observed when
performing intense COD manoeuvres [55].

3.3 Braking Force Attenuation Demands
Analysis of enforced horizontal decelerations during submaximal runs has shown that the ankle and knee muscle–tendon structures attenuate between 68 and 77% of the
impact forces emanating from foot ground contact [79]. In
the same study, when decelerations were more intense, the
demands on the ankle and knee muscle–tendon structures
to attenuate forces further increased, with the earlier braking steps (i.e. step 1 of 5) imposing greater peak segmental
acceleration and shock attenuation demands. Conversely,
when decelerations were less intense, impact forces were of
lower magnitude and distributed more evenly between limbs
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Fig. 1  Comparison of ground
reaction force (GRF) profiles
during maximal horizontal
deceleration (red line) and
maximal horizontal acceleration
(green line). Data taken from
Verheul et al. [30]. BM body
mass

and across more steps. Aligning with this, Verheul et al. [58]
identified that the GRF impact peak when braking during a
rapid deceleration was caused by high peak segmental accelerations of the braking foot, shank and thigh. Accordingly,
peak segmental accelerations experienced when braking
hard make a substantial contribution to whole-body biomechanical load in RIMD sports with a high frequency of rapid
decelerations. Therefore, performing a higher frequency of
rapid decelerations (i.e. repetitive braking cycles) during
match play likely increases the onset of fatigue and the risk
of soft-tissue damage if the muscle–tendon structures are
Fig. 2  Trunk acceleration
forces during ante-penultimate
(APFC), penultimate (PFC) and
final foot contact (FFC) of a
severe 135° change of direction.
Data taken from Nedergaard
et al. [61]

not adequately recovered or optimally prepared for these
demands [70]. Theoretically, these risks are likely to be further exacerbated following detraining of specific eccentric
NMP qualities [80] or during fixture congestion when players experience less recovery time between games [70].
During intense horizontal decelerations when the COM is
positioned posterior to the base of support, the knee extensors counteract the large external knee flexor moments [55]
and are key contributors to attenuating the high-impact braking forces arising upon ground contact [81]. Indeed, the vasti
muscles demonstrate a high level of pre-activation prior to
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ground contact and, when required to attenuate eccentric
forces during ground contact, electromyograph values can
exceed 150% isometric maximal voluntary contraction [82].
As an indication of these extreme loading demands, values
for knee joint angular velocities have been reported between
469 and 493°/s during the braking steps of an intense horizontal deceleration [60] and during the penultimate foot contact of deceleration prior to COD [61]. Such high knee joint
angular velocities highlight the importance of knee extensor
pre-activation and fast eccentric force production capabilities. Accordingly, during rapid deceleration, a high internal knee extensor moment is required to safely control and
attenuate forces across relevant knee joint flexion ranges,
particularly during the early phases of braking when highimpact forces and loading rates may be experienced [63, 68].
The biarticular rectus femoris is a key quadriceps muscle
responsible for attenuating eccentric forces during deceleration [81], especially when the trunk assumes a more erect
posture [83]. When the trunk adopts a more forward lean
in order to reduce quadriceps forces [82], help lowering
and control of COM [84], or when forward trunk excursion
cannot be controlled because of high deceleration rates (i.e.
sling shot effect) [85], the gluteus maximus and hamstrings
will likely contribute to controlling external hip flexion
moment and to attenuating and distributing forces [31, 81].
Indeed, in competitive matches, rapid horizontal decelerations during defensive pressing actions are one of the major
situational patterns commonly associated with major lower
extremity injuries, such as ACL rupture [43, 45, 47, 48, 86,
87]. In these studies, a lack of trunk control, lowering of
COM (i.e. extended knee at initial contact), and lateral foot
placement when decelerating are often observed as the major
biomechanical causes of injury. The soleus has also been
identified as an important muscle contributing to the attenuation of impact forces during deceleration, in addition to
resisting the vertical effect of gravity and preventing forward
sway by “locking the ankle” [81]. It is also important to note
that in addition to the hamstrings, the soleus also exerts a
posterior shear force that counteracts anterior translation of
the tibia that could decrease ACL strain and injury risk when
decelerating rapidly [81]. Therefore, although quadriceps
strength is clearly crucial for enhancing horizontal deceleration, other muscle groups meaningfully contribute to
horizontal deceleration management capabilities [88]. For
example, increasing maximal eccentric hamstring strength
may help reduce the decline in hamstring rate of force development (RFD) and neuromuscular function (i.e. electromechanical delay) following fatiguing exercise, which could be
critical for maintaining neuromuscular control and stability
of the knee joint during rapid horizontal decelerations [89].
Similarly, hamstring fatigue resistance has been shown to be
enhanced following a 7-week strength training intervention

focusing on developing hamstring strength-endurance in
female RIMD sport athletes [90].
Increasing the capacity of the muscle–tendon unit to
withstand high eccentric braking forces logically serves to
enhance deceleration ability and mitigate injury risk [83].
For example, when performing a deceleration from two different COD approach speeds (6.40 vs 7.11 ms−1), no differences in vastus lateralis and biceps femoris muscle activation profiles were observed, despite differences in forward
momentums at each speed [31]. Instead, when approaching
from the higher speed (7.11 ms−1) players began decelerating
earlier, and subsequently decelerated over longer distances,
perhaps to maintain forces within what they perceive they
can safely tolerate. This observation implies the influence of
self-regulatory protective mechanisms and the “multi-step”
nature of intense horizontal deceleration challenges [91, 92].
Consequently, if these capacities are improved through training, it is plausible to conclude that deceleration distance will
be reduced, and overall COD performance time improved,
but this remains to be investigated.

4 Biomechanical Determinants
of Horizontal Deceleration
A summary of research studies that have investigated the
biomechanical determinants of horizontal deceleration ability are included within Table 2. We discuss these determinants in the forthcoming section and include braking force
technical application and braking GRF magnitude.

4.1 Technical Ability
When performing a horizontal deceleration manoeuvre,
there is a complex sequence of muscle activation and deactivation strategies to enable precise intra-limb and interlimb coordination to optimise the effectiveness of force
application when braking [93]. Similar to horizontal acceleration [94], the technical ability to apply a more horizontally orientated GRF vector is important for facilitating more
effective braking and for achieving more rapid horizontal
deceleration ability [21, 84]. Lower vertical and more posterior COM positions relative to the lead leg braking foot
are important postural positions to maintain dynamic stabilisation and facilitate application of a more horizontally
orientated braking force [95]. These braking postures result
in less anterior COM excursion when braking, helping to
maintain COM position behind the lead limb braking foot,
thereby prolonging the time in which horizontal braking
forces can be applied (i.e. impulse-momentum relationship)
[85]. Indeed, players who are able to perform more rapid
deceleration during severe COD tasks have greater hip, knee
and ankle dorsi-flexion angles (i.e. triple flexion), allowing
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them to dynamically lower COM position to ensure more
horizontal component of the GRF when braking [84].
Whilst not previously considered in sports performance
research, the ability to dynamically lower and stabilise the
COM behind the lead limb braking foot during rapid decelerations is also reliant upon the coordinated actions of the
trailing limb [96]. Indeed, during rapid deceleration the tibialis anterior and hamstrings are the main flexors at the ankle
and knee joints, respectively, helping to lower COM and
maintain it behind the lead limb braking foot [81]. Furthermore, strong activation of the tibialis anterior acts to inhibit
soleus plantar flexor propulsive impulses in the trailing limb
that help to prolong COM posterior position and braking
force application of the leading limb [96].

4.2 Braking Ground Reaction Force Magnitude
In addition to possessing a greater technical ability to apply
a more horizontally orientated braking force, RIMD sport
players with faster COD performance times also generate
greater peak horizontal braking forces in the penultimate
foot contact prior to COD than those with slower COD performance times [22]. This braking strategy reduces horizontal momentum prior to the final foot contact and is suggested
to facilitate more effective weight acceptance and push-off
propulsive forces during the final foot contact of COD, contributing to faster COD performance [22]. However, it is
important to note that this braking strategy was not evident
across both limbs (i.e. turning directions). This again highlights the importance of ensuring braking force capabilities
are developed across both limbs, to reduce potential multidirectional performance deficits and injury risk resulting
from inadequate braking force production prior to COD,
and when required from less favourable turning directions.
In accordance with the technical ability to apply forces
in a more horizontally orientated direction, faster deceleration and COD performance times have also been reported in
RIMD sport athletes who can produce greater peak and mean
magnitude of forces in the horizontal versus vertical direction
(i.e. ratio of forces) in both the ante-penultimate and penultimate foot contact steps of COD [21, 84]. These findings align
with the impulse-momentum relationship, which signifies
that changes in horizontal deceleration are proportional to the
directional magnitude of the force applied. When comparing
the influence of the ante-penultimate and penultimate foot
contacts on COD performance times, the ante-penultimate
foot contact has been reported to have a much more substantial role [21]. This is likely owing to braking being performed
in the sagittal plane, where more optimal postural positions
can be adopted to facilitate the application of a greater magnitude of horizontal braking force, and subsequent deceleration of momentum prior to COD. For example, the magnitude
of the mean horizontal and horizontal-to-vertical GRF ratio

generated during the ante-penultimate foot contact explained
between 55 and 61% of COD performance time, highlighting the importance of being able to generate high horizontal
braking forces to enhance both deceleration and COD performance. In contrast, the penultimate foot contact, in a 180°
COD manoeuvre (i.e. 505 test), could be viewed primarily
as a ‘positional’ deceleration step to facilitate weight acceptance and ‘drive-off’ during the final foot contact [21, 97]. It is
important to acknowledge that braking strategies adopted in a
traditional 505 test may not accurately reflect those seen during actual match play, when braking and turning manoeuvres
occur spontaneously in response to dynamically unfolding
events. Accordingly, future research is needed to substantiate these findings across different COD and agility (i.e. with
less preparatory time) tasks, and to investigate the GRF profiles across the whole deceleration phase of COD and their
associations with deceleration, COD performance and lower
limb mechanical loading. Furthermore, as the preparatory
deceleration steps that have a greater impact on COD performance seem to occur in the sagittal plane, future research
should investigate if deceleration capabilities measured during a COD task are associated with performance in that task
only, or also with the deceleration capabilities in tasks without a COD. Such findings could lend further support for the
use of horizontal acceleration-to-deceleration tasks without a
COD for: (1) profiling a player’s ability to decelerate rapidly
prior to COD, (2) identifying athletes at a heightened risk of
injury because of high-impact forces and knee joint loads [98,
99] and (3) helping to determine when an athlete is ready to
return to sport following injury [100–103].

5 Neuromuscular Determinants
of Horizontal Deceleration Ability
Previously, although anecdotal, the four major NMP determinants of deceleration were suggested as: (1) eccentric
strength, (2) reactive strength, (3) power and (4) dynamic
balance [20]. Table 3 provides a summary of studies that
have investigated the NMP determinants of deceleration
ability, including eccentric, reactive, and concentric strength
qualities and RFD.

5.1 Eccentric Strength Qualities
The importance of eccentric muscle strength for enhancing rapid horizontal deceleration ability has been widely
acknowledged in reviews on COD, for both performance
enhancement [55, 57, 104] and injury risk reduction [100,
101, 105, 106]. Indeed, a number of studies have demonstrated moderate to very large associations between unilateral isokinetic eccentric knee extensor (quadriceps) strength
measured at slower joint angular velocities (i.e. 30–60°/s)
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and horizontal deceleration ability [25, 91, 107, 108]. In
addition to maximal unilateral eccentric quadriceps strength,
large associations have also been reported between rapid
(0–100 ms) eccentric quadriceps torque and horizontal
braking force, power and impulse during a rapid horizontal
deceleration [108]. The authors suggested that the ability to
generate rapid eccentric quadriceps torque increases passive torque rise and the contribution of passive tissue structures to the generation and management of high GRF when
braking during maximal horizontal deceleration manoeuvres. A comparison of players with high and low eccentric
quadriceps strength showed that those with superior eccentric strength had a significantly greater ability to generate
horizontal braking forces [91]. Consequently, these players
were able to approach COD at higher speeds because of
being able to produce and tolerate greater braking forces,
contributing to both quicker decelerations prior to COD and
faster overall COD performance times. Furthermore, in the
study by Graham-Smith et al. [25], greater eccentric quadriceps and hamstring strength contributed to better horizontal
deceleration ability, measured using the ‘deceleration gradient’, an indicator of how much speed per metre a player
could decelerate. Interestingly, this study also highlighted
the substantial distances spent decelerating across the various sprint-to-stop activities most commonly encountered by
RIMD sport athletes during match play. Deceleration distances varied between 2.39 and 7.93 m for 5-m and 20-m
sprint-to-stop distance trials, distances equivalent to between
58 and 40%, respectively, of the total distance covered
(Fig. 3). Although the deceleration distance to stop is likely
to vary between different athletic populations with different
physical capacities and individual horizontal deceleration
abilities, these findings demonstrate the importance of horizontal deceleration, in addition to horizontal acceleration, to
RIMD sports performance outcomes. Thus, the competitive
advantage for players with enhanced braking capabilities
might be a reduction in their deceleration distance and time
to stop, allowing them to attain a greater percentage of their
maximal sprinting speed prior to decelerating by having
more time and distance to accelerate prior to deceleration.
Eccentric peak force and eccentric-deceleration RFD,
measured during vertical countermovement jumps (CMJs),
have also been reported to be significantly greater in players
with high compared with low horizontal deceleration ability
when quantified using average deceleration (m·s−2) from a
maximal horizontal deceleration following a maximal 20-m
sprint [73]. Both eccentric peak force and eccentric-deceleration RFD occur during the downwards phase of a CMJ
when knee joint flexion velocities, of around 133–199°/s,
need to be decelerated prior to transitioning into the upward
phase of the jump [109]. Accordingly, these CMJ metrics may be indicative of similar NMP qualities required
to decelerate horizontal momentum prior to a severe COD

task, providing a good proxy for horizontal deceleration ability. Additionally, these findings highlight the importance of
evaluating and training various eccentric NMP qualities
for enhancing maximal horizontal deceleration ability. For
example, fast eccentric loading exercises could be deployed
to enhance eccentric-deceleration RFD [110].
An additional potentially important research finding is
the lower association between eccentric hamstring strength
(isokinetic knee flexion) and horizontal deceleration, than
between eccentric quadriceps (isokinetic knee extension)
strength and horizontal deceleration performance [25, 91,
107, 108]. However, as the muscle group also contributes
to hip extensor movement during horizontal deceleration [68], future research should also assess associations
between hip extensor strength and horizontal deceleration
ability. Nonetheless, higher quadriceps than hamstring activation is observed during horizontal deceleration activity
[31, 82], presumably necessary to counteract high external
knee flexion moments and to facilitate the generation of the
high braking impulses required to quickly reduce momentum. It has also been suggested that lower associations may
be due to the muscle group functioning primarily isometrically when braking during horizontal deceleration [108].
Subsequently, these authors highlighted the importance
of future research investigating hamstring function during horizontal deceleration manoeuvres. It is also possible
that increased eccentric hamstring force generation could
be more associated with unanticipated horizontal deceleration, as opposed to pre-planned manoeuvres, owing to an
increasing demand for eccentric hamstring force generation
for trunk and pelvic control and rapid knee joint stabilisation [111].

5.2 Reactive Strength Qualities
Reactive strength has previously been proposed to be an
important NMP determinant of deceleration ability [20].
However, only one prior study by Harper et al. [78] has
investigated the associations between this quality and maximal horizontal deceleration ability using drop jump (DJ)
reactive strength index (RSI; jump height/GCT) measured
from both 20-cm and 40-cm drop heights. Both had large
significant correlations with average horizontal deceleration ability, and it is noteworthy that they also had significant large correlations with average horizontal deceleration
during the early deceleration phase (i.e. Vmax to 50% Vmax),
but not with the late deceleration phase (i.e. 50% Vmax to
minimum velocity). These findings suggest that greater DJRSI scores, particularly from higher drop heights, are likely
representative of a player’s ability to rapidly adjust posture
and generate greater braking impulses during the earlier
deceleration phase when much shorter time frames to generate forces are available. Furthermore, DJ-RSI measured

Peak HBF (N/kg) in PFC
(right leg FFC): fast = 12.4,
slow = 12.4
Peak HBF (N/kg) in PFC (left leg
FFC): fast = 14.2, slow = 11.3
PFC GCT (s) (right leg FFC):
fast = 0.35, slow = 0.39
PFC GCT (s) (left leg FFC): fast
COD 0.39, slow COD 0.44
HBF ratio (right leg FFC):
fast = 1.11, slow = 1.20
HBF ratio (left leg FFC):
fast = 0.82, slow = 1.19
ES = − 1.50* (L)

ES = − 0.31 (S)

ES = − 2.43 (VL)

ES = − 0.68 (M)

ES = 1.08 (M)

ES = 0.01 (T)

40 male sub-elite rugby
league and collegiate
team sport players

505Mod COD test (AMTI force
plates 1200 Hz)

Dos’ Santos
et al. [22]

Increased COM posterior position R2 = 46–52%
Increased COM posterior position R2 = 52–64%
and lower COM vertical position in children

Magnitude of determinant

16 male adults and 15 male Sprint to stop at 13-m known
physically active children
distance boundary (Qualisys
3D motion cameras, 250 Hz)

Biomechanical determinants of
deceleration

Cesar and Sigward [95]

Deceleration task

Subjects

Study

Table 2  Summary of studies investigating biomechanical determinants of horizontal deceleration ability

Increased COM posterior position increases
whole-body stability during DEC and
posterior force generation
Increased DEC demand requires increased
COM posterior position
If DEC demand greater than strength capacity, COM position adjusted to control
magnitude of braking force through having
less posterior and higher vertical COM
position
Different braking strategies in individuals
with greater approach momentum prior to
DEC
Greater HBF with reduced GCT (i.e. tallthin impulse) in PFC associated with faster
COD performance
Lower HBF ratio means greater momentum
reduced prior to COD facilitating faster
COD performance
Increased inter-limb asymmetry in HBF may
reduce COD performance and increase
injury risk

Performance implications
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61 male team sport athletes 505Tra and 505Mod COD test
(Qualisys 3D motion cameras
(240 Hz); AMTI force plates
1200 Hz)

Dos’Santos
et al. [84]

Deceleration task

Subjects

Study

Table 2  (continued)
Magnitude of determinant
ES = − 1.72 (L)
ES = − 1.43 (L)
ES = 1.48 (L)
ES = − 1.56 (L)
ES = 1.34 (L)
ES = − 2.41 (VL)
ES = − 1.13 (M)
ES = 1.35 (L)
ES = − 1.24 (L)
ES = 1.31 (L)
ES = − 0.64 (M)

Biomechanical determinants of
deceleration
PFC H-VBF mean ratio 5 05Mod:
fast = − 0.70 slow = − 0.61
PFC H-VBF peak ratio 5 05Mod:
fast = − 0.71, slow = − 0.59
PFC RBF angle (°) of peak
505Mod: fast = − 55, slow = − 59
PFC peak hip flexion angle (°)
505Mod: fast = 100, slow = 81
PFC peak knee flexion angle (°)
505Mod: fast = 119, slow = 106
PFC H-VBF mean ratio 5 05Tra:
fast = − 0.73, slow = − 0.60
PFC H-VBF peak ratio 5 05Tra:
fast = − 0.74, slow = − 0.65
PFC RBF angle (°) of peak
505Tra: fast = − 54, slow = − 57
PFC peak hip flexion angle (°)
505Tra: fast = 97, slow = 81
PFC peak knee flexion angle (°)
505Tra: fast = 118, slow = 104
Δ PFC-FFC velocity (m·s−1)
505Tra: fast = − 3.71,
slow = − 3.47

Increased technical ability to apply HBF
associated with more rapid DEC prior to
COD and faster COD performance times
Greater PFC hip, knee and ankle flexion
angles increases COM lowering, facilitating greater technical ability to generate
high braking impulse (i.e. more horizontal
braking and duration)
Forward trunk inclination could help
increase lowering of COM during DEC
Increased braking capacity prior to COD
enables higher approach velocities to be
achieved prior to COD
Increased braking likely due to increased
eccentric strength
Importance of braking late and rapidly for
faster COD times

Performance implications
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20 male university soccer
players

Dos Santos
et al. [21]

Falch et al. [75] 25 female team sport players (16 handball and 9
soccer)

Subjects

Study

Table 2  (continued)

20-m maximal ACC to DEC
followed by backpedal (MUSCLELAB Laser)

505Tra COD test (AMTI force
plates 1200 Hz)

Deceleration task

r = − 0.74 (VL)
r = − 0.78 (VL)
r = − 0.63 (L)
r = − 0.74 (VL)
r = − 0.52 (L)
r = − 0.64 (L)
r = − 0.53 (L)
r = − 0.57 (L)
r = − 0.49 (M)
r = − 0.48 (M)

APFC peak H-VBF ratio to 505
time
APFC mean H-VBF ratio to 505
time
APFC peak HGRF to 505 time
APFC mean HGRF to 505 time
APFC peak RBF to 505 time
APFC mean RGRF to 505 time
APFC horizontal total impulse
PFC mean H-VGRF ratio to 505
time
PFC peak H-VBF ratio to 505
time
PFC angle (°) of peak RBF to
505 time
ACC power during 20-m ACCto-DEC test (W/kg): 8.39
HBP during 20-m ACC-to-DEC
test: − 10.51
HBP to ACC power ratio: 1.25
HBP (W/kg): fast 180°
COD = − 11.58, slow 180°
COD = − 9.73
HBF (N/kg): fast 180°
COD = − 2.88, slow 180°
COD = − 3.34
HBP (W/kg): fast 45°
COD = − 11.33, slow 45°
COD = − 9.49
HBF (N/kg): fast 45°
COD = − 3.27, slow 45°
COD = − 2.81

ES = 1.07 (M)

ES = 1.44 (L)

ES = 0.09 (T)

ES = 1.34 (L)

r = 0.74 (VL)

Magnitude of determinant

APFC angle (°) of peak RBF to
505 time

Biomechanical determinants of
deceleration

Significantly greater HBP in the fast 180°
COD group despite lower HBF than the
slow 180° COD group is indicative of
faster production of net GRF to reduce
momentum and less time spent braking
Moderate to large differences in HBF and
HBP, respectively, in fast compared to slow
45° COD highlight ability to reduce braking time and maintain velocity throughout
the COD

Greater HBF and impulse application during
DEC increases ability to rapidly reduce
COM velocity and momentum
APFC pivotal role in braking prior to COD
Increased importance on preparatory deceleration steps when approaching COD from
higher sprint velocities
Better technical ability to apply HBF associated with faster DEC and COD performance
To improve a player’s 180° COD ability,
coaches should look to develop players'
ability to brake rapidly (magnitude and
orientation of braking force) from varied
sprint velocities, whilst coaching a multistep strategy
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Subjects

70 male youth soccer
players

40 college basketball players (32 were male and 8
were female)

Study

Kaneko et al.
[23]

Santoro et al.
[97]

Table 2  (continued)

505Mod COD test (AMTI force
plates 2400 Hz, 5-m Optojump)

505Tra COD test (Laveg, LDM
300C Sport laser, 100 Hz)

Deceleration task

ES = − 1.13 (M)

ES = − 1.15 (M)

P = 0.041

Position of peak DEC
(m·s−2): fast COD = 4.53 m,
slow = 4.78 m
DEC 1 m prior to COD
(m·s−2): fast COD = − 7.71,
slow = − 6.14
DEC significant association with
total 505 COD speed time

0.58 (M)

1.06 (M)

0.75 (M)

ES = 0.48 (S)

ES = 1.3 (L)

ES = 0.92 (M)

ES = 1.51 (L)

ES = -0.98 (M)

Peak DEC (m·s−2): fast
COD = − 11.02, slow = − 9.60

505Mod descriptive data
Average 505Mod completion time
(s): 2.77
Turning phase duration (s): 1.22
(44% of 505Mod completion
time)
Total number of steps (n): 8–10
Velocity at last foot contact prior
to turn (m·s−1): 5.40
Players with braking/propulsive
forces in first re-acceleration
step
Approach velocity (m·s−1):
fast = 5.72, slow = 5.13
PFC step length (cm): fast = 126,
slow = 92
Braking horizontal impulse (N.s/
kg): fast = 1.5, slow = 1.2
PFC ground contact time (s):
fast = 0.392, slow = 0.355
Players with propulsive-only
forces in first re-acceleration
step
PFC step length (cm): fast = 123,
slow = 98
Braking horizontal GRF (N/kg):
fast = 16.7, slow = 12.9
PFC ground contact time (s):
fast = 0.403, slow = 0.352

Magnitude of determinant

Biomechanical determinants of
deceleration

Increased peak DEC prior to COD associated with better overall COD performance
Poorer DEC ability associated with higher
peak DEC closer to COD turn line potentially meaning more time spent during
transition to re-acceleration and higher
injury risk
Fast COD group had higher DEC potential
1 m prior to turn line, resulting in a lower
approach velocity that may facilitate less
time turning and quicker transition to reacceleration
Players with faster COD can generate higher
braking forces and impulses in PFC to enable DEC from faster approach velocities
PFC characterised with a single braking
phase, highlighting the importance of
eccentric strength to enhance DEC and
COD performance
Players with faster COD have longer step
lengths and ground contact times in PFC,
indicating greater anterior foot placement
relative to COM and the importance of
this braking step in positioning body for
re-acceleration
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3D three-dimensional, 505Mod modified 505 change of direction test with 5-m approach distance, 505Tra traditional 505 change of direction test with 15-m approach distance, ACC horizontal
acceleration, APFC ante-penultimate foot contact, COD change of direction, COM centre of mass, DEC horizontal deceleration, ES effect size [interpreted as: T trivial (0–0.19), S small (0.20–
0.59), M moderate (0.60–1.19), L large (1.20–1.99), VL very large (2.0–4.0)], r correlation [interpreted as: M moderate (0.30–0.49), L large (0.50–0.69), VL very large (0.70–0.89)], FFC final
foot contact, GCT ground contact time, HBF horizontal braking force, HBP horizontal braking power, H-VBF horizontal-to-vertical braking force, H-VGRF horizontal-to-vertical ground reaction force, PFC penultimate foot contract, RBF resultant braking force, RGRF resultant ground reaction force

Table 2  (continued)

D. J. Harper et al.

from similar drop heights (~ 50 cm) has also been reported to
have significant large correlations (r = 0.60, R2 = 36%) with
maximal isoinertial eccentric squat strength performed at a
controlled descent of ~ 30°/s [112]. Indeed, only one longitudinal study to date has examined the influence of enforced
decelerations on various isokinetic knee strength capacities
[113]. Here, only the group that included enforced decelerations demonstrated a significant increase in DJ 40 cm-RSI
and maximal eccentric isokinetic hamstring strength, highlighting the potential stimulus of this training modality for
lower limb eccentric strength development. Together, these
findings confirm the importance of lower limb reactive and
eccentric maximal strength as NMP determinants of rapid
horizontal deceleration ability. Consequently, training interventions that can enhance reactive and eccentric strength,
and the underpinning NMP qualities of reactive strength,
seem to be important considerations for enhancing horizontal deceleration ability.

5.3 Concentric Strength Qualities
Whilst not previously considered as a determinant of rapid
deceleration ability, concentric strength capabilities have
also been identified as potentially important NMP qualities
contributing to rapid horizontal deceleration abilities [73,
107, 108, 111]. In the study by Harper et al. [107], isokinetic
concentric quadriceps and hamstring strength measured at
faster (180°/s−1) velocities had large-to-very large associations with deceleration distance and time to stop, with the
largest associations being reported in the non-dominant
kicking leg. Greig and Naylor [111] also reported that
isokinetic concentric quadriceps strength at faster velocities (180°/s−1) provided further predictive value (increase
of 8%) of the deceleration distance to stop, in addition to
various isokinetic eccentric hamstring strength qualities,
during an unanticipated deceleration task in recreational
RIMD sports players. Large associations have also been
reported between concentric quadriceps strength at faster
joint angular velocities (240°/s−1) and maximal horizontal
braking power during a rapid horizontal deceleration [108].
These authors also reported that a rapid rate of concentric
hamstring-to-quadriceps torque ratio, indicative of dynamic
agonist–antagonist knee joint control, had large associations
with maximal horizontal braking power. It was hypothesised
that optimal balance between rapid hamstring-to-quadriceps
torque would contribute to lower limb stiffness to enhance
force attenuation, knee joint stability and force generation
when braking hard during maximal horizontal decelerations.
A significant increase in isokinetic concentric quadriceps
strength of the left leg at 240°/s−1 was also observed following 6 weeks of speed and agility training with enforced
decelerations, although this was not observed on the right
leg, or in a group of players who followed the same speed
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and agility programme with no enforced decelerations [113].
Interestingly, in the same study, no significant changes in
concentric hamstring strength at faster velocities (240°/
s−1) were observed following each training programme.
However, players who performed enforced decelerations
had a significant increase in asymmetry in this NMP quality. Consequently, practitioners should be cognisant of the
potential that deceleration training in individuals opting to
brake harder, and more frequently, with a ‘preferred’ braking
limb could promote greater inter-limb strength asymmetries.
Thus, practitioners should train athletes to initiate and end
horizontal deceleration manoeuvres with both limbs, and
use other strength and conditioning modes to support the
development and balance of these inter-limb NMP qualities. Whilst further research is required to investigate the
transference of fast velocity concentric strength gains to
rapid deceleration abilities, training interventions that can
enhance fast velocity concentric strength qualities seem to
be important for enhanced horizontal deceleration ability.
In contrast, current research highlights a lower association
between slower than higher angular velocity knee flexor and
extensor concentric strength and horizontal deceleration performance. This is especially the case for the dominant leg in
both male and female soccer and rugby players [107, 108,
113] and could be attributed to a lack of specificity to the
fast joint angular velocities and muscle actions associated
with rapid limb repositioning and braking during horizontal
deceleration.
Greater concentric force production capabilities have also
been reported in CMJ and DJ assessments in RIMD sport
athletes categorised with high compared with low horizontal deceleration abilities [73]. However, it is important to
note that these jump assessments are not isolated concentric actions, but rather stretch–shortening activities in which
pre-impact muscle activations and eccentric muscle actions
influence concentric phase performance and kinetics [114].
Indeed, Harper et al. [78] observed very large significant
associations between DJ eccentric mean force and both concentric mean force (0.64–0.77) and GCT (− 0.73 to − 0.93),
but only when measured from higher drop heights (i.e. 40
but not 20 cm). This suggests that eccentric mean force is
important for greater concentric force and reduced GCT,
likely owing to enhanced reflexes and a greater contribution
of passive elastic structures in those capable of generating
greater eccentric forces upon ground contact. Accordingly,
developing greater eccentric force production capabilities
appears to be an important pre-requisite for developing high
concentric force production outputs in tasks that employ a
rapid countermovement (i.e. stretch–shortening). These findings further support the importance of developing various
eccentric force production and stretch–shortening qualities
for generating the large braking forces necessary to rapidly
reduce momentum, and for expanding a player’s repertoire

of horizontal braking capabilities. It is also likely that
greater lower limb strength facilitates reductions in eccentric
work demands during eccentric braking activities, thereby
facilitating dampening strategies that subsequently enhance
deceleration efficiency [115].

5.4 Rate of Force Development
The ability to pre-activate muscles to generate pre-tension
prior to ground contact is an important NMP quality for
enhancing horizontal deceleration ability especially when
rapid adjustments of COM and high braking forces need
to be generated in very short time frames (i.e. impulse),
as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Indeed, the NMP quality of
‘explosive’ strength (i.e. the ability to increase force production rapidly), as quantified by impulse during single-leg
drop landing (at 25 ms) and isometric mid-thigh pull (at 100
and 300 ms) tests was associated with better performance in
tasks with greater deceleration and braking demands [116,
117]. Similarly, both Behan et al. [118] and Jakobsen et al.
[119] demonstrated the importance of isometric ankle plantar flexor rate of force development for enabling rapid adjustments and control of posture during highly dynamic sporting manoeuvres. This was suggested to be especially the
case when a distal to proximal muscle activation sequence
occurs, such as when braking during rapid horizontal decelerations. Accordingly, training interventions that enhance
RFD, particularly of the ankle, seem especially important
for enhancing horizontal deceleration ability, and should be
investigated as a component of training interventions.

6 Summary of Deterministic Factors
Underpinning Horizontal Deceleration
Using the previously identified biomechanical and neuromuscular determinants of horizontal deceleration, a summary of the deterministic factors is illustrated in Fig. 4a.
The diagram displays horizontal deceleration ability as an
interaction between the various neuromuscular and biomechanical qualities required to optimise braking impulse and
to achieve the desired reductions in whole body momentum
(i.e. reflecting the impulse-momentum relationship). This is
underpinned by lower limb strength capacities and coordinative abilities that enable precise orientation and effectiveness
of braking force application to be attained (i.e. large and
rapid magnitude of braking force over a short time interval
in the posterior direction), whilst proficiently distributing
and attenuating impact forces throughout the lower limbs to
minimise tissue damage.
Based upon these considerations, we propose that horizontal deceleration ability could be defined as a “player’s
ability to proficiently reduce whole body momentum, within

Subjects

19 male university team sport
players

9 S&C coaches

14 male English
academy soccer
players

Study

Greig and Naylor
[111]

Graham-Smith
et al. [25]

Harper et al.
[107]

Neuromuscular performance determinants of
horizontal deceleration

20-m maximal ACC to DEC followed by backpedal (2D digital
camera, 50 Hz)

Maximal ACC-to-DEC stopping at
5, 10, 15 or 20 m (Laveg Laser,
100 Hz)

CON KF PT at 180°/s DL and DEC DTS
CON KF PT at 180°/s NDL and DEC TTS and
DTS

Average DEC gradient (m·s−1 per m): − 0.74
(range: − 0.55 to − 0.90)
% Vmax: 5 m = 54, 10 m = 72, 15 m = 83,
20 m = 89
DEC DTS (m): 5 m = 2.9, 10 m = 4.9,
15 m = 6.6, 20 m = 7.9
ECC KE PT 60°/s and average DEC gradient
ECC KF PT 60°/s and average DEC gradient
ECC KE PT at 60°/s DL and DEC TTS and
DTS
ECC KE PT at 60°/s NDL and DEC TTS and
DTS
CON KE PT at 180°/s DL and DEC TTS and
DTS
CON KE PT at 180°/s NDL and DEC TTS and
DTS

10-m maximal ACC to reactive DEC Mean reactive DEC DTS (m) = 5.59
to stop (tape measure)
ECC KF PT 60°/s and reactive DEC DTS
ECC KF PT 60°/s, ECC KF PT fast (180°/s):
slow (60°/s) ratio and reactive DEC DTS
ECC KF PT 60°/s, ECC KF PT fast (180°/s):
slow (60°/s) ratio, ECC KF angle of PT 60°/s
and reactive DEC DTS
ECC KF PT 60°/s, ECC KF PT fast (180°/s):
slow (60°/s) ratio, ECC KF angle of PT 60°/s,
CON KE PT 180°/s and reactive DEC DTS

Deceleration task (measurement)

Table 3  Summary of studies investigating neuromuscular performance determinants of horizontal deceleration ability

r = − 0.53 (L)
r = − 0.47 (M)
r = − 0.54
to − 0.63 (L)
r = − 0.55
to − 0.64 (L)
r = − 0.54
to − 0.55 (L)
r = − 0.64
to − 0.76
(L-VL)
r = − 0.54 (L)
r = − 0.61
to − 0.78
(L-VL)

r2 = 70%

r2 = 62%

r2 = 32%
r2 = 53%

Magnitude of
determinant

Greater unilateral eccentric quadriceps
strength at slower joint angular velocities
associated with better DEC ability (i.e.
distance and time to stop)
Greater unilateral concentric quadriceps
and hamstring strength at faster knee joint
angular velocities associated with better
DEC ability (i.e. less distance and time to
stop)

Greater eccentric hamstring strength associated with faster reactive DEC ability
Greater eccentric hamstring strength
required to increase hip extensor torque,
control trunk and knee flexion when braking during reactive DEC
Greater ability to maintain eccentric
hamstring strength at higher joint angular
velocities associated with better reactive
DEC
Greater concentric quadriceps strength at
higher joint angular velocities associated
with better reactive DEC
Greater eccentric quadriceps and hamstring
strength associated with better DEC ability
Low shared variance (21–28%) between
eccentric quadriceps strength and DEC
ability highlights importance of other
factors, such as technical ability to apply
braking force
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Subjects

27 male university team sport
players

29 university team
sport players (23
were male and 6
were female)

18 female soccer
players

Study

Harper et al. [73]

Harper et al. [78]

Jones et al. [91]

Table 3  (continued)

ES = 1.15 (L)

CMJ CON peak velocity (m·s−1): high
HBI = 2.8, low HBI = 2.5

505Tra COD test (Qualisys 3D
motion camera, 240 Hz)

r = − 0.61 (L)
r = − 0.65
to − 0.67 (L)
r = − 0.62
to − 0.65 (L)
DJ20 and DJ40 CON mean force and early DEC r = − 0.54
phase
to − 0.66 (L)
DJ40 ECC mean force and DJ20 and DJ40 CON r = 0.64 to 0.77
mean force
(L-VL)
Average early DEC phase and average DEC
r = 0.93 (AP)
Mean approach velocity = 3.88 m·s−1
ECC KE PT 60°/s and approach velocity
r = 0.72 (VL)
ECC KE PT and Δ in velocity PFC
r = − 0.56 (L)
ECC KE PT and Δ in velocity PFC to FFC
r = − 0.44 (M)
ECC KE PT and Δ in velocity PFC:
ES = − 0.94 (M)
strong = − 1.55, weak = − 1.37
ECC KE PT and peak PFC HBF:
ES = − 1.0 (M)
strong = − 2.16, weak = − 1.77
ECC KE PT and mean PFC HBF:
ES = − 1.2 (L)
strong = − 0.53, weak = − 0.45
ECC KE PT and PFC peak hip extensor
ES = − 0.95 (M)
moment: strong = − 3.57, weak = − 2.90

ES = − 1.00 (L)

ES = 0.58 (M)

CMJ ECC-DEC RFD (N.s/kg−1): high
DEC = 99, low DEC = 81

CMJ ECC peak velocity (m·s−1): high
HBI = − 1.3, low HBI: − 1.1
DJ20 and DJ40 RSI and average DEC
20-m maximal ACC to DEC followed by backpedal (Stalker Radar DJ20 and DJ40 CON mean force and average
(47 Hz)
DEC
DJ20 and DJ40 RSI and early DEC phase

ES = 0.72 (M)

CMJ ECC peak force (N/kg−1): high DEC = 25,
low DEC = 23

CMJ CON mean force (N/kg−1): high DEC = 20, ES = 0.91 (L)
low DEC = 19

CMJ CON peak force (N/kg−1): high DEC = 26, ES = 0.95 (L)
low DEC = 24

20-m maximal ACC to DEC followed by backpedal (Stalker
Radar, 47 Hz)

Magnitude of
determinant

Neuromuscular performance determinants of
horizontal deceleration

Deceleration task (measurement)

Players with greater eccentric quadriceps
strength can DEC more rapidly in PFC
prior to COD, permitting faster approach
velocities
Players with greater eccentric quadriceps
strength can approach COD at higher
velocities because of ability to generate
higher braking forces
Greater eccentric quadriceps strength
associated with ability to generate higher
peak and mean horizontal braking forces,
enabling more rapid DEC prior to COD

Players with greater DJ-RSI demonstrate
superior DEC ability
Greater DJ concentric mean force associated
with better DEC ability; however, DJ40
eccentric peak force significantly associated with DJ concentric mean force
Greater DJ-RSI associated with better early
DEC ability, meaning these players can
brake quicker in the initial steps of DEC
Players who can brake early have better
overall DEC ability

Players with better DEC ability can generate
higher concentric forces during CMJ
Players with better DEC ability can generate
higher eccentric peak forces during DEC
phase of CMJ
Players who can generate higher horizontal
braking impulse (i.e. reduce momentum
faster) can generate higher eccentric and
concentric peak velocities during CMJ
than players with low horizontal braking
impulse
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r = − 0.71 (VL)
r = − 0.54 (L)
r = − 0.54 (L)
r = − 0.70 (VL)
r = − 0.63 (L)
r = − 0.55 (L)
r = − 0.68 (L)
r = − 0.54 (L)
r = − 0.61 (L)
r = − 0.57 (L)

ECC KE PT at 30°/s NDL and average HBF
CON KE PT at 60°/s NDL and average HBF
ECC KE R
 TD100 DL and average HBF
ECC KE PT at 30°/s NDL and average HBP
ECC KE R
 TD100 DL and average HBP
CON KE PT at 60°/s NDL and average HBI
ECC KE PT at 30°/s NDL and average HBI
ECC KE R
 TD100 DL and average HBI
ECC KE PT at 30°/s NDL and maximum HBF
CON KE PT at 240°/s DL and maximum HBP

Zhang et al. [108] 14 French national 20-m maximal ACC to DEC followed by backpedal (Stalker
female soccer
Radar, 47 Hz)
players

r = − 0.61 (L)
r = − 0.59 (L)
r = − 0.75 (VL)
r = − 0.57 (L)

RTD100 KF CON/KE CON DL ratio and maximum HBP
RTD100 KF CON/KE CON NDL ratio and
maximum HBP
ECC KE PT at 30°/s NDL and maximum HBI
RTD100 KF CON/KE CON DL ratio and maximum HBI

Maximal unilateral ECC quadriceps torque
at slower joint angular velocities in NDL
has strongest association with average
horizontal force, power and impulse during
a rapid DEC, demonstrating importance
of training interventions to enhance this
quality
Ability to generate quadriceps ECC torque
rapidly in NDL important for enhancing
horizontal force, power and impulse during
rapid DEC
Concentric quadriceps PT in NDL at slower
joint angular velocities associated with
greater horizontal braking force and
impulse during rapid DEC
Concentric quadriceps PT in DL and NDL
at faster joint angular velocities associated
with greater maximal HBP during rapid
DEC
Ability to generate high rates of torque
development in CON quadriceps and hamstrings potentially important for lower limb
stiffness, dynamic knee joint control and
force attenuation during rapid DEC

Deceleration performance implications

2D two-dimensional, 3D three-dimensional, 505Tra traditional 505 change of direction test with 15-m approach distance, ACChorizontal acceleration, AP almost perfect (0.90–0.99), CON concentric, DEC horizontal deceleration, DJ drop jump, DTS distance-to-stop, ECC eccentric, ES effect size [interpreted as: T trivial (0–0.19), M moderate (0.60–1.19), L large (1.20–1.99), VL very
large (2.0–4.0)], GRF ground reaction force, HBF horizontal braking force, HBI horizontal braking impulse, HBP horizontal braking power, KE knee extensor, KF knee flexor, PFC penultimate
foot contact, PT peak torque, r correlation [interpreted as: M moderate (0.30–0.49), L large (0.50–0.69), VL very large (0.70–0.89)], r2 = coefficient of determination, RSI reactive strength index,
RTD rate of torque development, TTS time to stop, Vmax peak velocity

r = − 0.58 (L)

CON KF PT at 240°/s DL and maximum HBP

CON KE PT at 240°/s NDL and maximum HBP r = − 0.58 (L)

Magnitude of
determinant

Neuromuscular performance determinants of
horizontal deceleration

Subjects

Deceleration task (measurement)

Study

Table 3  (continued)
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Fig. 3  Distance spent accelerating (ACC) and decelerating
(DEC) from different sprint-tostop distance trials (percentage
time is illustrated in brackets).
Data from Graham-Smith et al.
[25]

the constraints, and in accordance with the specific objectives of the task (i.e. braking force control), whilst skilfully
attenuating and distributing the forces associated with braking (i.e. braking force attenuation)”, these two key components are illustrated in Fig. 4b. Figure 5 provides further
illustration of the key kinematic factors underpinning maximal horizontal deceleration ability.

7 Limitations and Future Research
Directions
Currently, the known biomechanical and NMP determinants
of horizontal deceleration have been identified from crosssectional observational studies. Subsequently, causality cannot be assumed. Nevertheless, these determinants provide a
basis for the design of future research and training interventions. The ‘next step’ is to investigate if training interventions targeted to improve one or more of these underlying
factors lead to improvements in horizontal deceleration ability. Potentially, there may also be a ‘ceiling’ value beyond
which the key determinants of horizontal deceleration
highlighted in this review provide no additional benefits to
that ability. As such, the association between, and potential
contribution of strength increases to horizontal deceleration ability would depend on the range of strength levels
within the analysis, and the individual’s initial strength
levels, respectively. This could be particularly relevant for
higher performing athletes with elevated strength capacities.
In such contexts, these athletes may require more highly
focused training interventions that target specific horizontal
deceleration deficiencies or NMP qualities that may better

discriminate horizontal deceleration ability in higher level
performers or those with a more extensive training history.
This rationale supports the importance of methodologies to
profile the muscles and NMP qualities underpinning horizontal deceleration ability. Critically, future research should
investigate the degree to which improvements in various
NMP qualities transfer to increases in horizontal deceleration ability (i.e. transference effect) across sexes and different standards of athletes.
Furthermore, current investigations have focused on
understanding the importance of single-joint strength
capacities and multi-joint assessments with a vertical force
component. Accordingly, there is a need for future research
to investigate the importance of horizontal force and power,
particularly as these tests may possess greater specificity
to the demands of braking during horizontal decelerations
[120]. Motorised resistance devices, currently used more
extensively for the assessment and training of horizontal
acceleration and top speed capabilities [121–123], may
provide useful applications here through means of assisted
loads, which can augment braking demands during horizontal jumping and deceleration COD manoeuvres [124].
Another potential limitation of current research is that the
determinants of horizontal deceleration have been identified mainly through performance in pre-planned horizontal deceleration tasks, with deceleration evaluated through
whole body performance outcomes (e.g. distance to stop
[metres], time to stop (seconds), average deceleration
[m·s−2]). Accordingly, new technologies such as wearable
sensors (e.g. inertial measurement units, foot force/pressure sensing insoles) and marker-less motion tracking combined with evolving machine learning algorithms may help
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Fig. 4  a Biomechanical and neuromuscular determinants of horizontal deceleration ability and b illustration of ‘braking force control’ and ‘braking force attenuation’ components. COM centre of mass, COP centre of pressure, RFD rate of force development

Fig. 5  Kinematic factors underpinning maximal horizontal deceleration ability. COM centre of mass, COP centre of pressure, ↑ indicates
increase, ↓ indicates decrease, ↔ indicates maintain/control
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to advance insights into the inter-limb braking demands of
horizontal deceleration, alongside whole body deceleration performance outcomes [51, 125]. Given that horizontal
decelerations during match play are largely unanticipated,
future research should seek to determine how the importance
of the biomechanical and neuromuscular determinants identified here for pre-planned horizontal deceleration ability
might differ in their associations with un-anticipated horizontal deceleration ability. It also seems essential to gain further contextual information on why horizontal decelerations
are performed during match play to better inform training
prescription. Furthermore, the evident frequency, severity
and importance of horizontal decelerations during RIMD
sports highlight the importance of future research to further
investigate the determinants of repeated horizontal deceleration ability. For example, what is the interaction between the
ability to produce a one-off maximal horizontal deceleration
and the ability to perform repeated intense horizontal decelerations? The latter may be particularly important because
repeated intense horizontal decelerations are associated with
muscle damage and residual decrements in various NMP
qualities that could affect not only deceleration performance,
but also performance in other important high-intensity sporting actions [126, 127].
Accordingly, our definition of horizontal deceleration
identifies the potential importance of an individual’s ability to attenuate high-impact forces when braking, particularly during intense horizontal decelerations. We have
also identified muscle groups that contribute to braking
force attenuation, whilst also enabling higher braking force
application. This raises some potentially important questions for future research that may have important implications for both performance and injury risk mitigation in
RIMD sport athletes. For example, how do muscle–tendon
units function during intense horizontal decelerations in
different muscle groups? How do different muscle–tendon
architectural properties enhance force attenuation capabilities during intense horizontal decelerations? Can different
training methods enhance force attenuation capabilities
and resistance to fatigue caused by repeated intense horizontal decelerations? Are different muscle fibre typologies
better suited to meet the challenges of repeated intense
decelerations in RIMD sports? Clearly, developing “new
knowledge” in the areas identified in this review has the
potential to improve player preparation for match play in
a number of ways. First, by enhancing on-pitch performance through increased horizontal deceleration ability,
which may also transfer to enhanced acceleration and COD
abilities. Second, by increasing the capacity to perform
horizontal decelerations more frequently and at a higher
intensity. Finally, and ultimately, the improved horizontal deceleration ability may improve tissue tolerance and
the ability to attenuate forces across both limbs leading

to injury risk reduction. It is also important to note that
the consequence of greater research on horizontal deceleration will be the development of a greater database of
normative data that practitioners can use to compare their
athlete’s horizontal deceleration performance, similar to
what is available for horizontal acceleration. This may also
provide a better understanding of the neuromuscular and
biomechanical factors that may be less important or even
detrimental to horizontal deceleration ability, in addition
to how the importance of these factors may change for different population groups (e.g. sub-elite vs elite). We therefore take this opportunity to encourage future research into
horizontal deceleration, and hope that this will lead to a
more balanced understanding of how athletes slow down,
in addition to speeding up!

8 Conclusions
Recent information on match play movement demands in
various RIMD sports illustrates that high-intensity decelerations are performed more frequently than equivalently
intense accelerations. Intense horizontal decelerations
require application of high braking forces in very short time
periods to enable rapid reductions in whole body momentum. Similar to horizontal accelerations, horizontal decelerations require a highly co-ordinated sequence of lower-limb
movements and rapid postural adjustments to achieve an
effective application of braking force (i.e. braking technical ability). However, compared with other locomotor skills,
horizontal decelerations have higher impact peaks and loading rates (i.e. tall thin impulse) that require an ability to
attenuate forces efficiently throughout the lower limbs when
braking. The increased demand to attenuate and distribute
forces during horizontal decelerations places greater demand
on eccentric muscle action, particularly during stances when
muscles are trying to resist and control joint flexion. Accordingly, our review highlights that various eccentric strength
qualities may contribute to improvements in both braking
force application and attenuation capabilities. This review
also illustrates that superior horizontal deceleration may be
underpinned by isometric, concentric and reactive strength
qualities, of which the latter may be an indicator of a player’s
ability to pre-activate and pre-tension musculature prior to
foot ground impact. Sports science and medicine practitioners can use the insights contained within this review to help
prepare players for the horizontal deceleration demands of
RIMD sports competition. We suggest a “mixed-method”
approach, integrating traditional (local specificity) and coordinative (global specificity) training activities, is most likely
to drive optimal adaptations across braking force application, braking force attenuation and overall horizontal deceleration abilities [128].
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